
Marinas & Community Boat Lifts



If you are considering multiple boat lifts for your 
marina, development, or community dock, you should 
carefully consider what kind of lift will offer the best 
results, both mechanically and aesthetically.



The beauty of our design is obvious but its the things that 
you can’t see that are the most impressive.

30K Platform Lift



No Boat Lift in the world handles their 
cables like the No Profile Boat Lift.



The No Profile Boat Lifts allow you safe access and the 
perfect environment to properly clean and maintain your 

boat.



Safe Access

The No Profile Platform Lift is the perfect solution for 
people with mobility issues.

A great selling feature 
too!



All Aboard Safety Step Option



Quick-disconnect motors and control box for ease of 
service and storm preparation. 

Maintenance

Motors and control boxes can be swapped to other lifts in an emergency.



When a client has the opportunity to own a No Profile Boat Lift, 
they will pay a premium for the pleasure!



All No Profile Boat Lifts are custom built for 
each client based on their needs.



Based on the size of the boat, the No Profile Boat 
Lift can share the platform with other toys.



The No Profile Boat Lifts can be installed seamlessly side 
by side with no need for a catwalk between them. This 

leaves more room for more lifts!



The No Profile 3K Elevator Lift is the perfect 
solution for launching jet skis, kayaks, and paddle 

boards. Just roll them on and off.

A nice addition for a 
community dock.



Don’t do this to your marina!



The high end waterfront homeowner will pay a 
premium for a turn key No Profile Boat Lift.



Don’t make the homeowner run the gauntlet to get a 
permit and hire a marine contractor to install the boat 

lift.



Give the client a turn key product and they will pay a 
premium. They can roll it into their mortgage and put their 

boat on the lift the day after closing. 
BOOM!



Give the client a turn key product and they will pay a 
premium. They can roll it into their mortgage and put their 

boat on the lift the day after closing. 
BOOM!



Do you want to share the platform with other toys? 
Go ahead!



It’s like an aircraft carrier without the planes!



NO ONE BUILDS WHAT WE BUILD.


